Bundled Expertise at ROTAMIL and POLLRICH

FOCUSSING. BUNDLING. FUTURE.
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Dear Customers and Business Partners!

We started with the vision of two powerful brands specialized in their core competency and offering consequently our customers another real advantage. Under the motto „Focussing. Bundling. Future.“ we made this vision come true.

Under the umbrella of the ROTAMILL GROUP, the POLLRICH GmbH will focus on the heavy-duty industrial and custom designed fan markets while the ROTAMILL GmbH will focus on the development and manufacture of process plants required for air treatment and energy recovery.

As a result we are in the position to offer our customers not only bundled competence. They have now access to the know-how of both companies in order to find the needed solutions for their extremely demanding process engineering requirements.

Thanks to this comprehensive consultation and support we distinguish ourselves clearly from our competitors and bring a fresh breeze into the market.

Frank-Martin Bub
(Managing Partner)

Gerd Höhn
(Managing Director)
FAMILY OF BRANDS
ROTAMILL GROUP
The secret of this wide ranging expertise: the newly established ROTAMILL GmbH bundles the know-how of three companies: the air treatment division of Rotamill Anlagen-, Apparate-, Ventilatoren-bau, the energy recovery branch of Schirm Wärmetechnik as well as the process engineering of Langbein & Engelbracht.

The proverb of the whole being more than the sum of its parts comes true with this constellation. Customers do not only benefit from considerably bigger capacities.

Holistic, individual solutions can now be developed and implemented correctly. If needed the close cooperation with the affiliated company POLLRICH can assist.
The entire range

ROTAMILL is your reliable partner from planning, manufacturing to implementation of the plants – and beyond.

Our air treatment plants, waste heat boiler systems and heat recovery installations comply with the demands of utmost complexity required by most diverse industrial processes.

Efficiency meets innovation

In ideal case, the topics Energy and Environment are treated with efficient and innovative technologies. With the ROTAMILL heat recovery techniques energy does not simply dissolve in exhaust air. On the contrary, you save a maximum of energy and can use this for further process cycles. One key objective of the new ROTAMILL is to optimize continuously the plants by development and innovation - in favor of a more environmentally-friendly future.
More than reliable technology

Whether in Germany or abroad: we know the legal environmental standards and meet worldwide delivery deadlines on time. The safe and economic plant operation is of course of utmost importance to our customers.

Thanks to our own coordination and production we realize all steps from planning, manufacturing to implementation of the plants, we are able to minimize the life-cycle risks of the installations – as ROTAMILL is equally focused on quality as well as process reliability. In this context we guarantee also an international 24-h availability of our service team.

Number of employees: 25

- Production 31%
- Engineering 24%
- Service 17%
- Sales 14%
- Purchase, Administration 7%
- Training 7%
- **Bochum, 15 employees**
  Sales, engineering, service

- **Siegen, 10 employees**
  Sales, administrative headquarters, engineering, production

- **Mönchengladbach, 95 employees**
  Sales, engineering, production, service

- **Siegen, 100 employees**
  Administrative headquarters, engineering, production
POLLRICH – THE COMPETENT NUMBER ONE

POLLRICH is the new leader on the German market for heavy-duty industrial fans – and worldwide one of the leading suppliers. One special feature is the exceptional system expertise in the field of plant engineering and construction.

The prominent role is well justified: as here the experience and the expert know-how of two companies are united. The new POLLRICH GmbH bundles its section of industrial fans with the range of heavy-duty centrifugal fans of the previous Rotamill Anlagen-, Apparate-, Ventilatorenbau GmbH.

And this will be exactly that what our customers require. For our tailor-made solutions we have an excellent portfolio and high production capacities. Thanks to the close cooperation to the affiliated company ROTAMILL GmbH we possess moreover an exceptional system expertise in the field of plant engineering and construction.
Centrifugally focussed

Our devotion is focusing on rotation. With POLLRICH everything revolves around industrial fans. Ranging from small blowers to heavy-duty centrifugal fans our diverse product range offers solutions for the multiplicity of specifications and requirements. We configure our centrifugal fans for almost every performance range and are therefore able to offer our customers individually optimized and tailor-made solutions.

Quality meets efficiency

POLLRICH is synonymous for proverbial quality „Made in Germany“. We design our centrifugal fans energy-efficiently – that’s why also in case of high flow rates and high pressures, the lowest possible motor power will be sufficient.

Number of employees: 195

- Production 51%
- Engineering 18%
- Purchase, Administration 10%
- Service 9%
- Sales 7%
- Training 5%
Thanks to their low maintenance requirements POLLRICH FANS guarantee a continuous production process. The unusually low noise emission impacts positively on productivity, health and the active environmental protection.

Unique systems expertise

The distinctive feature of POLLRICH is the unique systems expertise in the field of plant engineering and construction, a fortunate coincidence owed to the close proximity to the new ROTAMILL GmbH. With the transfer of know-how and the resulting knowledge about customers’ process cycles we can fulfill your requirements optimally. This includes at least an improved life-cycle service based on custom-fit quotations.